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EF Education First – Drapac p/b Cannondale
     This American-registered WorldTour cycling team competes at the highest level of the sport. In the 
2018 season, the team will race with the youngest roster and one of the most diverse squads in the 
WorldTour.

     The team is managed by Slipstream Sports, the brainchild of Jonathan Vaughters and Doug Ellis, 
who founded the company in 2005 on the belief there was a better way to run a cycling team. First 
and foremost, the team has always been unwavering in its commitment to anti-doping and was the 
first professional cycling team to institute its own internal testing protocols.

     The team's notable achievements include: stage wins at every Grand Tour, Paris-Nice and 
Tirreno-Adriatico, the overall classifications at the Giro d'Italia, Criterium du Dauphiné, Tour of 
Missouri, Tour of Utah, the USA Pro Challenge, Tour of Alberta and wins at three Monuments: 
Paris-Roubaix, Liège-Bastogne-Liège and Il Lombardia. In 2017, Slipstream Sports, then racing as 
Cannondale-Drapac, finished second overall in the Tour de France with Colombian star Rigoberto 
Uran.

▲ EF Education First chooses Vision wheels.

triking anew from Colombia Oro y Paz, which raced Feb 6-11, the UCI WorldTour EF Drapac 
Cannondale Pro Cycling team sponsored by FSA / Vision with cycling super star Rigoberto Uran, S

has won the 5th stage and ranked 3rd in general classification, with just an 11 second gap to Egan 
Bernal who won the general classification. The race result shows that Uran has pretty good form in 
early season; undoubtedly the result from a great training camp. Now is the time that every world 
tour team starts training camps and it’s the only time the entire team will all be together, let’s check 
what they are doing during the camps.

Colombia Oro y Paz :
Uran wins penultimate stage

Kicking off the 2018 Race Season at Training Camps



     Pro cyclists inevitably need to change equipment on a yearly basis, regardless of sponsor 
changes or equipment advancements. However, this often not good news for the pro’s as they need 
to adjust and fit the bike to their personal optimal balance and/or choose the suitable equipment 
according to their specialty.
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▲ Bike fitting is one of the most
important things, during long
race or training, the pro riders
will spend more than quite a 
few hours on the saddle.

Get Ready During Training Camp

Rider to Watch

Pro Bike Spec

 Name Nation Birth Specialty Major wins

Rigoberto Uran Colombia 1987/1/26 All-rounder
Tour de France, Giro d’Italia stage wins
2015 National Time Trial Champioinships

Frame Drivetrain Cockpit ChainRing Caliper Aero Bar Wheel

Cannondale FSA WE FSA FSA FSA Vision Vision

◄ Canadian pro Mike Woods use

◄ The EF Education First-Drapac

◄ There was also time for coffee

Trimax 30KB during training

team is again on Cannondale

break.

camp.

bikes.

https://slipstreamsports.com/
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1. Lighter wheels

2. Aero wheels

3. Tires

     Your first upgrade in search of more speed should be wheels. 
Why? It’s down to physics and the fact rotational weight has a 
significantly greater impact on cycling performance than static 
weight (the frame). It means cutting just a few hundred grams can 
result in a dramatic improvement in speed. Take Vision’s Metron 
40 SL tubulars, which hit the scales at a lightweight 1,330g. You’ll 
notice that reduction not only during accelerations, like pulling away 
from your clubmates, but also during climbs where every gram 
counts in the fight against gravity.

     You can also save time and increase speed with a set of aerodynamic wheels. A number of wind-
tunnels around the world have shown savings of 1-2% over 40km when rolling along on these stealth 
hoops, and the principle is relatively simply: the deeper rim of aero wheels smooths out airflow, 
creating less drag than a shallow-rim wheel. In turn, you cut through the air with less resistance. You 
can’t get much more aerodynamic than Vision’s Metron 81 SL . Coming with an 81mm-deep rim, it’s 
one fast wheel and is the wheel of choice for time trials and triathlons. The shallower Metron 55 SL is 
the roadie’s aero wheel of choice, and with its low 1,430g weight, it’s also adept at climbing, too.

     It stands to reason that the only part of your bike that comes into contact with terra firma has a 
huge impact on rolling speed and comfort, but too many of us stick with the set that came with our 
bikes. That’s a mistake. Instead, look for a summer tire that has a high TPI (threads per inch) count. 
A high number refers to the fine threads used in the casing, which results in less rolling resistance, 
more speed and more comfort. When winter draws in and the road conditions are worse, go for a 
set that utilizes extra thick rubber or applies layers of advanced material technology to keep out road 
debris. A pair of 25mm-wide tires is also a wise choice as science – and used by most professional 
racers – demonstrates that they’re both comfortable and fast.

QUICK FIX: SIX SPEED UPGRADES
here are three key ingredients for the cyclist’s recipe to bike faster, stronger and longer - namely 
training, nutrition and gear. Here, we focus on the latter, listing our top six equipment upgradesT

▲

◄ ◄

http://shop.visiontechusa.com/en/series/metron/metron-40-sl-tub
http://shop.visiontechusa.com/en/series/metron/metron-40-sl-tub
http://shop.visiontechusa.com/en/series/metron/metron-81-sl-clincher
http://shop.visiontechusa.com/en/series/metron/metron-55-sl-tub
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5. Bottom bracket

6. Power meters

    ‘Out of sight, out of mind’ is a proverb that could have been invented for the humble bottom 
bracket. Poor-quality bottom brackets make cranksets rotate inefficiently and leach energy with 
every pedal stroke. Peak performers should seek out a bottom bracket with ceramic bearings, like 
FSA’s MegaEvo Ceramic. Why? Two reasons: first, they reduce drag; second, they can last 10 times 
longer than steel bearings. The investment in ceramic pays off in both efficiency and longevity. 

     While your bike computer performs its job with diligence 
and reliability, if you’re serious about improving your cycling 
performance, a power meter is a must. As the name suggests, 
power meters measure the amount of wattage you generate on a 
bike and relays this information to your handlebar head unit. One 
example is FSA’s PowerBox carbon crankset, which employs a 
P2M convertible spider design for multiple chainring options.

    Why is all this power data useful? Because once you’ve obtained your functional threshold power 
(FTP) – the maximum power you can sustain for an hour – you can set zones to ride at based on the 
physiological adaptation you’re seeking. This could be improving technique in zone one (around 55% 
of FTP) to short, intense sessions in zone six (121-150% FTP) to build speed.

4. Groupset
     Electronic groupsets are arguably the most impressive 
cycling evolution in recent years. While traditional groupsets 
employ cables and a rather parochial shift between gears, 
electronic drivetrains offer more precise and swifter shifting 
and, in the case of FSA’s new K-Force WE groupset, shift the 
derailleur wirelessly.

▲FSA K-Force WE front derailleur

▲FSA PowerBox Carbon

http://shop.fullspeedahead.com/en/fsa-powerbox-carbon-4823
http://we-fsa.com/en/
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FSA Easy Headset Online
Never confused by headset standards

here are so many standards on bikes these days it can be difficult to keep them straight, 
especially with headsets already spec’d on bikes. Small and relatively unseen, headsets are

often neglected by cyclists or mechanics, but are actually it’s an important control center when you 
ride full speed and proper service will keep it running in perfect condition.

     Once your headset needs service, you can be confused by how many standards exist, such as 
from the appearance it can separate into three types.
1. External Headsets
2. Semi-integrated Headsets
3. Integrated Headsets

     To avoid the confusion, FSA launched a handy website for dealers and enthusiastic cyclists. It’s a 
basic tool with a simple pull down menu of possible measurements and, once the selection is made, 
it can automatically provide the right headset for you. 

When should you change a headset?
     Headsets don't have the easiest life and, after certain riding time period, the bearings inside 
headset might become worn out or suffer from regular abuse and use. These can also decrease the 
riding safety so, if you found your bike has the following issues, please check with a qualified bike 
shop and get your headset serviced.

1. When turning the handlebar it is not very smooth
2. When pulling front brake and move your bike front-to-back, you will feel the headset is loose.

FSA Headset:
     FSA is always proud to have close cooperation with World-Tour teams; these riders will 
conquer Grand Tour such as Tour de France and the Classics like Paris Roubaix. During the 
races, especially high-speed cornering and descending, the headset is a key component for 
riding safety. A good headset should also be water-proof and dust-proof, as the pro bikes might 
get jet-washed on a daily basis. All these elements are packed into FSA headsets.

T

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6lX-Eb10pU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6lX-Eb10pU
https://shop.fullspeedahead.com/en/type/headset-spares?discipline=378
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7.5% Aero Gain

What Pros Said?

     The newest generation of Vision’s top-of-the-line Metron crankset has superior aerodynamics 
and stiffness. Designed and refined using CFD, this crankset has 7.5% less drag than its already 
fast predecessor.

Pedro Gomes - 2 x IRONMAN winner, multiple Top 10 Ironman finishes
     "When performance is concerned, every second counts. My Metron TT crankset offers the 
aerodynamic edge over competition with its  sleak construction design and (always important) 
neat look."

hile this sleek design aero crank looks like the tech from Alien, it’s built for time trial and triathlon 
– riders who pursue second by second advantages. When developing the Metron TT crank,W

R&D again thought what is essential performance for a super fast crank? Stiffness, smooth shifting 
and…? In Vision, we believe aero is everything - every crank rotation should be the pathway to 
triumph.

Vision Metron TT
Pedaling for Aero Advantages
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Spec of Metron TT Crank
Crank Material Monocoque design with hollow carbon arms, UD finish

Spindle Forged AL7050 BB386 Spindle

Chain Ring AL7050 CNC chainrings 

Screw Torx T-30 alloy chainring bolts

Compatible System Fits Shimano and SRAM 10-11 speed system

Color UD carbon finish

Crank Length 165mm, 170mm, 172.5mm, 175mm, 177.5mm, 180mm

BCD 130mm

Combination 53/39T, 54/42T, 55/42T；Metron TT 1X BB386EVO (50T)

Weight 750g

Target Audience
1. Triathlon, especially for full or half ironman distance.
2. Time Trial, where fractions of a second can separate first and second place.
3. Track cycling, the ultra aero design can help competitive shave every second; compatible with 1X 

for track cycling.

https://shop.visiontechusa.com/en/type/cranksets/metron-crankset
https://shop.visiontechusa.com/en/type/cranksets/metron-crankset
https://shop.visiontechusa.com/en/type/cranksets/metron-crankset

